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What is unique with the Co-operative Model?

• Its an inclusive model

• Addresses the ‘crisis of capitalism’ as an alternative

• With close to 2 million enterprises, 1.5 billion members – Co-

ops are at the heart of the world economy

• Uniquely placed to support the sustainable development

agenda – SDGs ( 2016 Declaration-Power to Act)

• It’s a Resilient model in the financial sector – GFC 2018 and

Covid-19 pandemic

• Spread across all sectors – just like MSMEs

• The Seven Principles
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MSMEs and Financing

MSMEs struggle to get external financing for projects

▪Cost of funds

▪Guarantees and collateral hard to come by

When government has fiscal deficit, banks find lending to

government more profitable than to MSMEs
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Failure to Fund

Failure to achieve economies of scale 

without funding for expansion. Missed 

opportunities since they are not competitive 

enough

Small size hinders adoption of R&D and 

technology hence impeding efficiency and 

productivity.

Key: Focus on market facilitation and 

promoting ease of doing business for 

MSMEs
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MSMEs and Cooperatives: The Similarities

5

Involved in the primary level 
of production or at last 

retail section

Most have no access to 
formal borrowing avenues 
owing to stringent lending 

requirement of lenders

Considered to be high risk
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❖ Co-op Bank with 50 years 

history of supporting 

MSMEs

❖ Bank has 13 million 

customers, mostly in retail 

❖ $75 million long-term 

funding from IFC for 

onward lending to MSMEs 

as part of Covid-19 

support
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Co-operatives Model as a solution

Cooperative Bank successfully lent to Cooperatives for past 50 years

Coops rely on guarantor model for lending: a social type of credit 

rating and guarantee scheme rolled into one

The 7 principles of the Co-operative enterprise
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Financing options  at Coop Bank

1. Guarantee based collateral. 

2. Working Capital loans tied to specific aspects of 

production in a Cooperative/SME that help unlock 

value for the bigger business

3. Asset Finance loans tied to asset owners/dealers 

with enforceable MOUs and easy credit options e.g. 

95% financing for vehicles and Machinery for a 

maximum period of 60 months.
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4. Overdraft facilities to cater for short term financing 

gap

5. Insurance Premium finance for Saccos to take up 

insurance covers on behalf of their members

6. Mortgage Project Finance facilities to acquire or 

develop property

7. Leasing . Coop Bank does this through Co-op Fleet 

Africa 

Financing options  at Coop Bank
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Lessons learnt 

from 

Cooperatives 

in formalizing 

financing to 

MSMEs 

1. Count and accept the risk

2. Formalize and mainstream appraisal process

3. Capacity building for MSMEs

4. Financial Institutions to commit to change

5. Seek beneficial partnerships
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‘One bank, one movement’
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